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This annual meeting in April 13-18 2013 is for you! As you all are aware, our working environment is constantly changing—just try to keep track of the various names of surgeons, cardiologists, midlevel’s, equipment, neuro supplies, and accreditations—Right? We need help. Who is better equipped to help than your peers? Yes, the ones who are at your elbow everyday anticipating your next move.

The board has designed a platform to help guide us in adding value to your membership. Because you all are such scholars and leaders in the field we are going to call this platform the AVIR Education and Awareness Pillars of which there are five: Pride - Innovation – Integration - Business Acumen – Quality and Safety

Approved lectures at the convention center for A and A+ Credits - A once a year chance to socialize with doctors, nurses and technologists from leading hospitals and companies from all over the world

Our lecture structure is designed to be highly informative but also to incorporate audience involvement with more than ample time for questions/answers and discussion

This year, we have a focus on Innovation and Integration; this will involve lectures on newer Interventional trends and how to integrate these in to your practice. For example, we will be discussing IRE, 3D Spin Acquisition and Reconstruction and many other state of the art Navigational Tools.

This year we have a few lectures focusing on charge capture and the various ways technology has made this seamless.

The new face of IR involves Hybrid rooms. We have a 3 person panel specially designed this year to lecture on the planning, installation and use of the modern Hybrid Room.